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How to solder brass radiator

Home Smart Home Hubs Family HandymanNeal copper pipes keep you from doing your own plumbing. You can get evidence of joint leakage at the first attempt, every time, with these tips. By DIY Experts Family Handyman MagazineYwy can also like: TBDSoldering copper pipe connection. I learned prip in a high
school store classroom. It was surprisingly simple and so simple that my tutorial covered the whole process in just five steps: Thoroughly clean the end of the pipe with sandstone. Thoroughly clean the inside of the fittings with a wire accessory brush. Apply flux freely on both the pipe and the fittings, and assemble the
joint. Heat the fittings (not the pipe) with a propane torch for about 30 seconds. Touch the soldering wire to the joint. After these main steps, I successfully took a few joints and congratulated myself on becoming a qualified plumbingman. But when I was tackling my first real plumbing project, I found that the basics were
not always enough. After a few rifles and a lot of tips, I picked up some tricks for successful soldering. Here's a collection of my favorites. Take the valves in front of the solderingfilm, which hurts the valves, so that the heat does not damage the rubber or plastic parts inside, disassemble the valves before soldering. To
heat does not damage the rubber or plastic parts inside, disassemble the valves before soldering. Most valves, like the departure shown here, can be easily disassembly and assembled in a few seconds. Ball valves are a stubborn exception. Fortunately, the ball valves are not easily damaged by heat. Just be sure to
open the valve and concentrate the heat on the fittings of the ends of the valve body. Keep soldering threads soldering without means of a dope pipe to keep them free from solder. Just a tiny smear of the snub on the fitting threads can make fitting almost impossible to tighten. It is best when soldering threaded fittings to
the pipe before connecting the other end of the pipe. Thus, you can stand the pipe upright, so that excess prip will run from the threads. When soldering threaded fittings to the pipe, which is already in place, protect the threads with a heavy layer of serf pipe (also called sealant thread or connection of pipe connections).
The heat from your torch dries up, making it useless as a sealant. Wipe it and apply a new dope. Stopping water with breadRead well for sufficient more than gravy Disperses heat - roll white bread into a ball and fill it deep into a pipe to keep water away from the joint you're squapping. If there's a little water dribbling
through the joint, you can't get fitting hot enough to melt the sucker. To stop the trick, roll the white bread into a ball and stuff it deep into the pipe. The bread will keep the water long enough for you to solder the joint (run fast!) and then dissolve quickly when you turn the water back on. Use white color Only. Wholegrain
contains large grains that can get stuck in valves. Let soldering joints coolerHow soldering fragile. Even gentle movements, such as vibrations from nearby hammer blows, can spoil a blow joint that is still hot. Let it cool down for a few minutes before putting any stress on it. Don't burn fluxAs flux starts smoking or
blackening when you heat the joint, it means one of two things: you've overheated your joint by holding the torch on it for too long or - more likely - you keep the torch too close, trying to heat the joint too fast. Pull back and don't have time. If the flow burns, the burn will be the ball up and roll the pipe instead of sticking as
it should. The propane torch is the traditional weapon of choice for weekend plumbers. It works great for most jobs, and it's cheap: You can get a disposable 14-oz bottle of propane and a torch for about $20.Mapp's big advantage of gas (methyl acetylene-lost) is that it burns more than twice as hot as propane. This
means that the joint becomes hot enough to melt the inhaler twice as fast; You will save from 15 to 30 seconds per joint. MAPP gas also allows you to burn a large pipe (anything that is larger than 1 inch in diameter is difficult with propane). But you pay for extra heat: MAPP's gas bottle costs about twice as much as
propane and requires a special torch that will cost twenty bucks or more. MAPP and propane tanks and torches. Collect and when soldering all the ends of the fitting immediately, for example, insert the pipe into one end of the elbow and when soldering, then insert the second pipe when soldering. If you do, you're more
likely to break the first joint. Protect the adjacent joints from heatingshot seams near the heated seams near wet cloths, so that they do not heat up to soften the solder. If you are soldering 3 inches or less from another solder joint, wrap it with a damp cloth so it doesn't light up enough to soften the fork. The rag should be
cotton, not a synthetic material that can flash flames. If the joint leaks, insulate first turn off the water and open the mixer below the hole seam to make the pipe meshat. Then smear the joint with a squat, heat it up and add another double. This usually works. If it's not, you should take the joint apart and start over with.
the necessary tools for this project have the necessary tools for this DIY project lined up before you start – you'll save time and frustration. Necessary materials for this project Avoid recent purchases by having all your materials ready in advance. Here's the list. Emory FabricFluxMAPP gasPropaneSolder This video
shows how soft soldered brass is to stainless steel. The same technique will be soldered brass to brass (or copper, or any copper alloy, or nickel, or steel, or Soldering steel/iron to steel/iron is a little harder, but works pretty well the same thing (just takes practice). Stainless steel is usually difficult for work, but for soft
soldering it is quite easy to use. Just be sure to use an aggressive stream as I show in the video. Payald does not always bind well with components, resulting in a bad solder joint, bridged pins or no connection at all. Use the agent flow and the correct temperature to overcome these problems. Dmitry Muravev / Getty
Images When the prip melts and forms a connection between two metal surfaces, it forms a metallurgical link, chemically reacting to other metal surfaces. A good connection requires two things: a prydva, which is metallurgically compatible with metals fastened. Good metal surfaces free of oxides, dust and hops that
prevent good gluing. Remove thunder and dust, clean surfaces or prevent them from good storage methods. Oxides, on the other hand, need a different approach. Oxides are formed on almost all metals when oxygen in the air reacts with metal. Iron edification is commonly referred to as rust. However, oxide affects tin,
aluminum, copper, silver and almost every metal used in electronics. Oxides eliminate or make it impossible to solder, preventing metallurgical communication with the squinting. Edification occurs all the time. However, this happens faster at higher temperatures , as with solder flux cleans metal surfaces and reacts with
an oxide layer, leaving the surface primed for a good soldering connection. The flow remains on the metal surface during soldering, which prevents the formation of additional oxides due to the high heat level of the soldering process. As with the conqueror, there are several types of flux, each using a key and some
limitations. For many applications, there is enough flux, which is part of the core of soldering wire. However, additional flow is useful in some cases, such as surface fastening and desolation. In all cases, the best flux to use is the least acidic (least aggressive) flow, which will work on the oxide on the components and
lead to a good soldering connection. Some of the oldest types of flux are based on pine juice - refined and purified - called rosin. Rosin flux is still in use today, but the modern flux rosin combines different fluxes to optimize its performance. Ideally, flux flows easily when hot, quickly removes oxides and helps remove
foreign particles from the surface of the attached metal. Dew flux is acid when liquid. When it cools down, it becomes solid and inert. Since the dew flow is inert when solid, it can be left on the PCB without harming the contour unless the chain warms to the point where rosen can become liquid and eat when connected.
It's good policy to remove the remnants of flux rosin from printed information. Also, if you intend to apply a conformal coating or if PCB cosmetics are important, the residues should be removed with alcohol. One of the most common fluxes is the water solubic organic acid flow. Common weak acids are used in organic
organic flux, including citric, lactic and steatric acids. Weak organic acids are combined with solvents such as isopropyl alcohol and water. Organic acid fluxes are stronger than dew fluxes and cleanse oxides faster. In addition, the water-soothing nature of the flutter of organic acid makes it easy to clean the PCB with
regular water - just to protect the components that shouldn't get the water. Since the remainder of the OA is electrically wired and affects the operation and performance of the chain, remove the remaining flux when you do the soldering. Flux of inorganic acid works better with stronger metals such as copper, brass and
stainless steel. It is a mixture of stronger acids such as hydrochloric acid, zinc chloride and ammonium chloride. Flux of inorganic acid requires complete cleaning after use to remove caustic residues from surfaces that weaken or destroy the soldering joint if left in place. Smoke and fumes released during soldering
include several chemical compounds from acids and their reaction with oxide layers. Other compounds, such as formaldehyde, toluol, spirits and acidic fumes, are often present in soldering fumes. These fumes can lead to asthma and hypersensitivity to soldering fumes. Ensure adequate ventilation and, if necessary, use
a respirator. The risks of cancer and lead from soldering fumes are low as boiling temperatures for solder are several times hotter than flux boiling temperatures and solder melting temperatures. The greatest risk of lead is the handling of the syling. It is necessary to take care of the use of acne, with a focus on washing
hands and avoiding eating, drinking and smoking in the premises with a squint to prevent the fall of soldered particulate shares into the body. Body.
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